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Abstract

According to current budget estimations the seasonal variation of carbonyl sulfide (COS) is governed by oceanic release and vegetation uptake. Its assimilation by plants is assumed to be similar to the photosynthetic uptake of CO₂ but, contrary to the latter process, to be irreversible. Therefore, COS has been suggested as cotracer of the carbon cycle. Observations of COS, however, are sparse, especially in tropical regions. We use the comprehensive data set of spaceborne measurements of the Michelson Interferometer for Passive Atmospheric Sounding to analyze its global distribution. Two major features are observed in the tropical upper troposphere around 250 hPa: enhanced amounts over the western Pacific and the Maritime Continent, peaking around 550 parts per trillion by volume (pptv) in boreal summer, and a seasonally varying depletion of COS extending from tropical South America to Africa. The large-scale COS depletion, which in astral summer amounts up to −40 pptv compared to the rest of the respective latitude band, has not been observed before and reveals the seasonality of COS uptake through tropical vegetation. The observations can only be reproduced by global models, when a large vegetation uptake and a corresponding increase in oceanic emissions as proposed in several recent publications are assumed.

1. Introduction

Carbonyl sulfide (COS) is the most prevalent sulphur compound in the atmosphere. As the main precursor gas of the stratospheric background aerosol layer, it directly affects global climate [Crutzen, 1976; Brühl et al., 2012]. In most of the recent estimations, the nearly closed budget of Kettle et al. [2002] has been taken as starting point (Table 1). This budget is based on best estimates from updated models and on the compilation of Watts [2000], when no updated model data were available. In this assessment the direct flux of COS from the oceans as well as the indirect flux via outgassing and subsequent oxidation of dimethyl sulfide is highest at middle to high latitudes during spring and summer, while indirect oceanic release via carbon disulfide (CS₂) is assumed to occur at low latitudes. Vegetation uptake is largest during the growing season. Other major sources are anthropogenic emissions, either directly or indirectly via CS₂. Additional sinks are COS uptake by oxic soils and COS loss through reaction with the hydroxyl radical.

However, according to subsequent assessments by Sandoval-Soto et al. [2005] and Montzka et al. [2007], vegetation uptake is up to 5 times higher than estimated in Kettle et al. [2002] (Table 1). This assumption has been confirmed by comparison of ground-based and airborne COS measurements with model simulations, where a twofold to fourfold increase of vegetation uptake was necessary to match the observations [Campbell et al., 2008; Suntharalingam et al., 2008; Berry et al., 2013].

Because of the similarities of CO₂ and COS uptake by plants and the—under normal atmospheric conditions—irreversibility of this process for the latter compound, COS has been suggested as cotracer for estimation of gross primary production (GPP) [Montzka et al., 2007; Blake et al., 2008; Campbell et al., 2008]. Analysis of GPP and of total ecosystem respiration provides important information about net ecosystem exchange of CO₂, i.e., carbon exchange between the atmosphere and the biosphere. A first investigation of the suitability of COS as cotracer for GPP has been presented in Blonquist et al. [2011]. Use of COS for this estimation requires good knowledge on its distribution, but there are nearly no observations with global
Table 1. Global Integrated COS Fluxes (Gg S a$^{-1}$) of Different Budget Estimations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Type</th>
<th>Kettle et al. [2002]$^a$</th>
<th>Montzka et al. [2007]</th>
<th>Suntharalingam et al. [2008]$^b$</th>
<th>Berry et al. [2013]$^c$</th>
<th>Kettle et al. Modified$^d$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anthropogenic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>direct and indirect</td>
<td>90–266 (177)</td>
<td>90–266</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomass burning</td>
<td>11–64 (42)</td>
<td>68–144</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean direct/indirect</td>
<td>39–520 (278)</td>
<td>39–520</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>876</td>
<td>992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other sources (wetland, soil)</td>
<td>13–119</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uptake by plants</td>
<td>210–270 (238)</td>
<td>730–1500</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>738</td>
<td>952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uptake by soil</td>
<td>74–180 (127)</td>
<td>74–180</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss by reaction with OH</td>
<td>82–110 (116)</td>
<td>82–110</td>
<td>82–110</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Values in parentheses were used for the first EMAC simulation.
$^b$Kettle et al. modified, with excess of sink over sources.
$^c$Fluxes used for the PCTM simulation presented here.
$^d$Fluxes used for the second EMAC simulation. Plant uptake increased by a factor of 4, balanced by increased oceanic emissions in the latitude band 20°S–20°N, similar as in Berry et al. [2013].

coverage. Since the year 2000 the Earth System Research Laboratory of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA/ESRL) has performed in situ measurements of COS on a global network consisting of about a dozen stations [Montzka et al., 2007]. However, none of these stations is situated in continental tropical regions. Spaceborne measurements of COS by other instruments are rare or cover low latitudes only poorly [Farmer et al., 1987; Barkley et al., 2008; Kuu et al., 2014].

So far, observations of COS by the spaceborne Michelson Interferometer for Passive Atmospheric Sounding (MIPAS) have been reported for a restricted time period (August 2003) only [Burgess et al., 2004]. We analyze the global distribution of COS and its seasonal cycle by the use of the whole MIPAS data set covering the years 2002–2012. We compare the MIPAS observations with simulations of the Parameterized Chemical Transport Model (PCTM) [Kawa et al., 2004; Berry et al., 2013] and of the European Centre/Hamburg/Modular Earth Submodel System Atmospheric Chemistry (EMAC) model [Jöckel et al., 2006]. EMAC simulations are used to show the sensitivity of upper tropospheric COS to vegetation uptake.

2. MIPAS Data Analysis

MIPAS is an infrared limb-sounding instrument, which has been operated on board the Envisat satellite between 2002 and 2012 [Fischer et al., 2008]. It performed rearward scans through the atmosphere, covering the midinfrared spectral region between 685 and 2410 cm$^{-1}$ (4.1–14.6 μm) with a spectral sampling of 0.025 cm$^{-1}$ (2002 to 2004) and of 0.0625 cm$^{-1}$ (2005 to 2012), respectively. Due to its high spectral resolution and the long pathlength through the atmosphere, the instrument is dedicated for the detection of atmospheric trace gases. Retrieval of the COS amounts presented here is performed in spectral windows covering the wave number range 839–876 cm$^{-1}$. The inversion consists of nonlinear least squares fitting in a global-fit approach on a fine altitude grid [von Clarmann et al., 2003] constrained by Tikhonov’s first-order smoothing operator [Tikhonov, 1963]. Fit parameters are the COS profile together with the profiles of the most important interfering gases HNO$_3$, CFC-11, and O$_3$, as well as one atmospheric continuum profile and a height-independent radiance offset per spectral window. The total COS retrieval error for a single MIPAS scan is about 10% between 10 and 14 km, if the spectroscopic error, which is generally purely systematic, is neglected. The vertical resolution in the troposphere and lower stratosphere is 4–6 km. The data presented here are seasonal averages of the period 2002–2012 at the 250 hPa pressure level. Averaging was performed in 5° × 15° latitude-longitude bins, which generally resulted in adding up of several hundred (see Figure S1 in the supporting information) individual COS profiles in a single bin leading to strongly reduced noise errors. However, due to interference of clouds the bins over the tropical land masses contain significantly less data points down to fewer than 10 values at the 250 hPa level.

We validated the upper tropospheric COS measurements of MIPAS by comparison with airborne in situ data of the HIAPER (High-performance Instrumented Airborne Platform for Environmental Research) Pole-to-Pole
Observations campaign [Wofsy et al., 2012], the Arctic Research of the Composition of the Troposphere from Aircraft and Satellite (ARCTAS) campaign [Fuelberg et al., 2010], the Intercontinental Chemical Transport Experiment-Phase B (INTEX-B) campaign [Molina et al., 2008], and with additional airborne data of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) obtained above the midcontinental United States. Generally, the COS amounts measured by MIPAS agree well with the airborne data. The deviations are mostly less than 20 parts per trillion by volume (pptv) and increase to 50 pptv or more on rare occasions only. A more detailed presentation of these intercomparisons is given as supporting information.

3. Model Descriptions

The PCTM [Kawa et al., 2004; Berry et al., 2013] is an offline version of the transport formulation used in the Goddard Earth Observing System (GEOS) general circulation model. The version used here is run at 2° × 2.5° latitude-longitude resolution with 55 vertical levels extending up to 1 hPa, driven by assimilated meteorological data from GEOS-4 [Bloom et al., 2005]. This model framework has been widely used for transport simulations in the troposphere and stratosphere, producing generally good comparison with observations of, e.g., \( \text{CO}_2, \text{CH}_4, \text{SF}_6, \) and \( \text{CH}_3\text{CCl}_3 \) at daily to multiannual time scales [Kawa et al., 2004; Patra et al., 2011]. COS simulations were initialized with a 1 year spin-up from homogenous initial conditions. The COS surface fluxes and photochemistry are described in Berry et al. [2013], including a new mechanistic model for leaf and soil COS uptake embedded in the SiB3 global carbon flux model [Baker et al., 2008]. This results in an increase of vegetation and soil uptake by a factor of 3 as compared to the fluxes in Kettle et al. [2002] (Table 1). The enhanced vegetation sink requires an additional inferred COS source, located mainly in the tropical oceans, to balance the budget in comparison to observations. This combination of fluxes and transport reproduces many key features of available in situ COS observations [Berry et al., 2013].

The EMAC model is a numerical chemistry and climate simulation system that includes submodels describing tropospheric and middle atmosphere processes and their interactions with oceans, land, and human influences [Joeckel et al., 2006; Kerkweg et al., 2006; Joeckel et al., 2010]. It uses the second version of the Modular Earth Submodel System (MESSy2) to link multi-institutional computer codes. The core atmospheric model is the fifth generation European Centre Hamburg general circulation model (ECHAM5) [Roeckner et al., 2006]. For the present study the model is run with a resolution of T42 (∼2.8° × 2.8°) on 39 vertical hybrid pressure levels up to 0.01 hPa with a time step of 600 s. The Euro-Interim reanalysis [Dee et al., 2011] of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) is used to nudge the simulations from model level 4 to 24 (900–10 hPa). The simulations are initialized with the COS field resulting from a 20 years run using the budget given in Kettle et al. [2002] and with a decennial spin-up. In order to do sensitivity tests, EMAC is run in a simple configuration. To reproduce the chemistry of COS, the monthly mean climatological concentrations of OH used in Patra et al. [2014] (version OH_0.99) are applied. These OH fields are based on the fields given in Spivakovskiy et al. [2000] in the troposphere but scaled by 0.92. Stratospheric OH is taken from Takigawa et al. [1999] as described in the methods section in Patra et al. [2014]. Monthly mean concentrations of atomic oxygen and photolysis rates are taken from the EMAC output. The emission of the tracer is calculated offline by using the submodel OFFLEM [Kerkweg et al., 2006], which handles prescribed emissions. The first simulation presented here applies the emission scenario of Kettle et al. [2002] in its original setup, while the second is modified by enhancement of the tropical vegetation uptake by a factor of 4 and increased release from the tropical oceans for compensation. Focussing of the compensation to low latitudes is in accordance with the findings of Berry et al. [2013], who optimized the latitudinal distribution of the additional oceanic source by an inversion approach.

4. Results

In Figure 1 we show climatological global COS distributions at the 250 hPa level measured by (left column) MIPAS and modeled by the (right column) PCTM. The pressure level of 250 hPa corresponds to ∼9.7 km at high latitudes and to ∼11.0 km at the Equator. The PCTM data are displayed unmodified, because sensitivity checks showed that folding with MIPAS averaging kernels hardly changes the model data at the 250 hPa level. The displayed seasonal time periods are averaged over the years 2002–2012 for the measurements and over the years 2003–2005 for the PCTM simulation. In each of the seasons, enhanced COS volume mixing ratios of more than 510 pptv were measured over wide tropical and subtropical regions. This enhancement is most pronounced in boreal summer and weakest in boreal winter. The strongest enhancement of COS was
Figure 1. Climatological seasonal COS distributions at 250 hPa measured by (left column) MIPAS and modeled by the (right column) PCTM. The data sets cover the years 2002–2012 (MIPAS) and 2003–2005 (PCTM), and the displayed seasons are March to May, June to August, September to November and December to February (top to bottom). White areas in Figure 1 (left column) are data gaps, and dark blue COS amounts above the Amazonian region (Figure 1, bottom left) are below 450 pptv. Because of a systematic bias between measurements and simulations, the color scale for representation of the model results is shifted by −20 pptv with respect to the scale used for measured COS.
observed around Indonesia, above the tropical western Pacific, and during boreal summer also farther north above the western subtropical Pacific. Beside strong oceanic release, high upper tropospheric COS in these regions is also due to especially distinct deep convection. Modeled COS generally shows a similar distribution of elevated amounts at low latitudes with a similar seasonal variation, but the modeled COS volume mixing ratios are about 30 pptv lower than the measurements. Especially in boreal summer the area of measured high COS amounts extends farther north (up to 45°N) than the respective model distribution. This points at additional sources not accounted for in the model or at an overestimation of the modeled sinks. A strong release of COS from the western part of the northern Pacific during boreal summer was, e.g., presented in Launois et al. [2015]. A potential additional source is increased rayon production mainly in China, which between 2002 and 2013 has grown by 140% [Campbell et al., 2015]. There are relatively similar features of enhanced low-latitude COS from oceanic release at the 150 hPa level (not shown), which in the tropics corresponds to altitudes of 14–14.5 km. Slight differences are a higher portion of enhanced COS in the southern tropics and subtropics and observation of increased COS amounts in the area of the Asian monsoon anticyclone over South Asia and northern Africa in boreal summer.

As mentioned above, MIPAS COS amounts at northern midlatitudes exhibit a maximum during boreal summer, followed by 20 and 30 pptv lower values in boreal fall and winter, respectively. This decrease is considerably smaller and somewhat delayed in comparison to the decline observed at North American ground stations, which is attributed to vegetation uptake [Montzka et al., 2007]. Such an attenuation and slight temporal delay are confirmed by airborne measurements of COS in the upper troposphere above the United States also presented by Montzka et al. [2007]. A more detailed investigation of this topic is given in the supporting information. A striking feature observed at low latitudes is a region of depleted COS amounts extending from the eastern coast of tropical South America over Brazil and the tropical Atlantic to Africa. A comparable observation has only been performed on one flight of the NASA TC4 campaign (tropical Latin and South America) on 8 August 2007 above the western Amazonian region [Berry et al., 2013], where the COS volume mixing ratios decreased to 400 pptv in the free troposphere and even to below 360 pptv in the boundary layer. The COS amounts are lowest, and the spatial extension of the depletion is largest between December and February, reaching eastward as far as the southern Indian Ocean and the Arabian peninsula. During this season the COS amounts decline to as low as 420 pptv above the Amazonian rain forest. The decline is weakest and spatially least extended between June and August. Generally, this feature is rather similar for every individual year during the observation period of MIPAS, and there is only little interannual variability (not shown). Any retrieval artifact caused by interference of the jointly fitted gases HNO₃, O₃, and CFC-11 as reason for the COS depletion can essentially be excluded by correlation analysis (see Figure S6). As mentioned in section 2, around 250 hPa the sampling above the tropical continents is rather poor due to cloud contamination (see Figure S1). However, the sampling rate over the tropical Atlantic, where the uptake signal is also substantial, is much higher (50 to several hundred samples). Further, although somewhat attenuated, the depletion is also visible at the 150 hPa level (not shown), where cloud contamination is less severe. Therefore, we exclude a sampling artifact as reason for the COS depletion as well. The PCTM distribution also exhibits a COS depletion, which agrees remarkably well with the measurements in spatial extension and in seasonal variation. The geographical location and seasonal cycle of the depletion strongly indicate that it is caused by vegetation uptake in tropical and subtropical South America, central, and southern Africa. The effect is largest in austral summer, when vegetation uptake in southern Amazonia [Baker et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2013; Parazoo et al., 2013] and presumably southern tropical Africa as well is strongest. Beside this large “COS hole” the measurements show a second region of low COS above Indonesia and South-East Asia, which also is the most distinct between December and February.

Figure 2 shows the corresponding global COS distributions at the 250 hPa level of the two EMAC simulations. Like for the PCTM data, folding with MIPAS averaging kernels was not necessary for EMAC data from the 250 hPa level. The first run, basing on the budget of Kettle et al. [2002], produced a weak tropical COS depletion only. Further, the COS amounts above the tropical source regions are about 30 pptv lower than the observations. The second run, in which the vegetation uptake was increased by a factor of 4, resulted in a considerably stronger COS decrease extending from South America to Africa, which is more similar to the measurements and the PCTM simulation. Due to the enhanced oceanic release, the COS amounts above the source regions are about 20 pptv higher than in the first EMAC run. Similar as the PCTM distributions, the area of enhanced
Figure 2. Climatological seasonal COS distributions at 250 hPa modeled by EMAC using the (left column) Kettle fluxes and (right column) modified Kettle fluxes. The modification consists of an increase of the vegetation uptake by a factor of 4 and an enhancement of the COS release from the tropical oceans to close the budget. The data sets cover the years 2002–2012, and the displayed seasons are (top row) March to May, (second row) June to August, (third row) September to November, and (fourth row) December to February. The color scale is shifted by −20 pptv with respect to the scale used for measured COS in Figure 1 (left column).
modeled COS does not extend as far north as the respective observations. As outlined above, this discrepancy points at potential deficiencies in modeled sources or sinks in this region.

For a more quantitative comparison of the measurements and the model results, Figure 3 (left) shows monthly averages of COS amounts at 250 hPa in the region of the COS depletion (20°S – 10°N, 75°W – 25°E). To roughly separate the signature of vegetation uptake from other processes relevant for the COS amounts in this latitude band (mainly oceanic release), the monthly averages of the rest of the latitude band were subtracted. Therefore, the curves are persistently negative. The measured differences are between −30 and −40 pptv from December to March, when vegetation uptake in the tropical and southern subtropical forests is highest and about −15 pptv in August. The respective differences of the PCTM model results agree very well with the measurements until September and show slightly larger deviations from October to December. The diagram also contains the results of the two EMAC simulations. As already mentioned above, the first run led to a much weaker COS depletion and thus to a small, seasonally only slightly varying difference. A stronger decrease and a larger seasonal variation of the difference could be achieved by increasing the vegetation uptake by a factor of 4. These sensitivity simulations with the EMAC model are a strong indication that the observed seasonal variation is caused by increased vegetation uptake, balanced by a corresponding rise in oceanic emissions.

Since during the season of maximum COS depletion (December to February), deep convection in the southern tropics also maximizes, we checked the model distributions at the Earth’s surface to exclude a pure dynamic reason for the variation observed in the upper troposphere. Figure 3 (right) shows monthly differences at 1000 hPa between simulated COS amounts of the same two regions. It is evident that modeled COS at 1000 hPa is not constant during the year, but exhibits an even stronger seasonal variation than at 250 hPa, also minimizing in austral summer and fall and maximizing in austral winter and spring. This confirms the assumption that the effect observed at 250 hPa is caused by seasonally varying vegetation uptake.

5. Conclusions

Our analysis demonstrates that global observations of COS by limb-sounding instruments, though restricted to the upper troposphere and above, contain valuable information about surface processes like source and sink regions. Comparison of the measurements with simulations of two different models helped to interpret the low-latitude COS distribution and revealed some remaining model deficiencies. About 30 pptv, lower model amounts in two of the simulations (PCTM and EMAC-Kettle) point at too weak sources. These discrepancies could be considerably reduced in the second EMAC run with the highest oceanic source. The farther northward extension of enhanced measured COS (up to 45°N) as compared to the model results indicates the necessity to increase the oceanic model source or to strengthen additional sources not properly taken into account. The COS depletion observed between Brazil and Africa is well reproduced by two different models, when a much larger uptake than suggested in Kettle et al. [2002] is assumed. Detection of this tropical depletion underlines the need of additional COS measurements at low latitudes, e.g., required for potential...
use of COS as proxy for GPP. A combination of adequately placed ground stations in combination with spaceborne measurements of COS would be suited to extend our upper tropospheric observations down to the surface.
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